Curriculum and Learning Goals for the
Math Goals

Approach: 1

“school” year for:
Approach: 2

Approach: 3

Recognize and
Write 1 - 100

Use age Appropriate
Computer Software

Practice writing and
saying the numbers

Use flashcards I got
at garage sale for
recognition

Introduce Basic
Addition

Use age Appropriate
Computer Software

Use the marker
board

Use toys or buttons
to "show him" how to
add

Introduce Basic
Subtraction

Use age Appropriate
Computer Software

Use the marker
board

Use toys or buttons
to "show him" how to
subtract

Science Goals

Approach: 1

Approach: 2

Approach: 3

Insects

Check some good
books out from the
library

Go to the Insect
Center at the local
Zoo.

Introduce the
Planets, Moon,
Sun, and Stars

talk about and show
him the planets,
moon, sun, and stars

Check out books and Take a tour of the
videos from the
local planetarium or
library
observatory

Weight: Some
things are
heavier than
others

Get a cheap little
scale and weight
things from around the
house and outside

Let him guess what is
heavier than others
and reward him when
he's right

Use a good book that
shows things
compared, ie: School
bus vs. Whale

Approach: 1

Approach: 2

Approach: 3

Reading Goals

Get a little cage and
net so we can "study"
local bugs

Introduce the
Library and it's
rules

Take him to check out
a book 1xwk and a
family trip on
weekends with Dad

Go to the "Children's He can invite on
friend to come with
Hour" and listen to
us to the library.
stories on Tues @
2:00

Phonics

Use age appropriate
computer software

Use flashcards I got
at the thrift store

Look for a fun video
that helps work on
phonics

Help him to
foster a love of
reading

Have two thirty minute
intervals each day for
reading time. I will
read aloud from our
library book that we
check out together

Be sure he sees and
understands Mom
and Dad's love to
read.

Be sure he sees and
understands Mom
and Dad's love to
read.

Writing Goals

Approach: 1

Approach: 2

Approach: 3

Introduce the
Letters A-Z

Use: Lettered blocks, Sing the ABC song
lettered magnets, and all the time
his Leap Pad

Write A-Z

Use the letters we
made with
construction paper
and start putting them
up in his room

Do crafts with letters Use age appropriate
and write all the
computer software
letters we've covered
so far everyday

Write his Whole
Name

Practice! Practice!
Write it out as much
as possible

Put name on papers, Write it every where:
bedroom door, and
sidewalk chalk, paint,
more for recognition glitter and glue, etc

The Basics Goals

Approach: 1

Introduce and
Use age appropriate
recognize colors computer software

Approach: 2

Emphasis
handwashing and
explain why - germ
book

Introduce the
Calendar

Make a Calendar
Sing songs with him
together monthly.
that have the days
Mark the days as they and months in them
go by
Approach: 1

Approach: 3

Point out colors and Use paints and crafts
to emphasis colors
ask him to tell me
what color things are

Introduce
Personal
Hygiene

Character Goals

Have a Weekly letter
and base crafts and
games on it!

Learn to wash his
own hair

Approach: 2

Learn to clean up
after himself and
keep his toys clean
Talk about events in
sequence: "Today is
Tuesday and on
Thursday we picnic."
Approach: 3

Introduce
Positive
Characteristics

Use the Character
Trait Cards

Talk about his
favorite characters
and their good traits

Have him choose or
create a role model

Manners

Read his book about
Manners

Encourage: please,
thank you, excuse
me. Have adults be
good examples

Use Manner cards
like trait cards and
reward him when he's
polite.

Show him the
importance of
giving

Do some type of
Help him donate some Get books/videos
that
encourage
giving
charity work for a
things to the local
and generosity
cause that you
boy's home
choose together

